The rate spaces are of recent origin. The present paper is devoted to properties of the convergence domain C"A,
Introduction
The paper [1] deals with matrices of type M on rate spaces. Matrices in the class (c p : c^) are characterized in [5] . The paper [4] is devoted to domains of matrix mappings on rate spaces, (c p : c^)-conullity and e^-reversibility. The paper [6] studies the properties of the rate space in m[A], c[A], co[A] and l p (A). Matrix mappings of some rate spaces are also given in [7] .
In paper [3] , conullity and replaceability of rate spaces are discussed. The present paper is the continuation of the work done by others in the references given. The object of the paper is to obtain i. the formula x{AB) = x{A)x (B) for The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 7 on page 92 of Wilansky [7] . We have
Consequently, we have, by the Lemma 2.2, x(AM) -0. Therefore 
Proof. First we note that if B G (cp : c) and A G (c, c^) we have

AB(x) = A(Bx)
Vx G Cp because ||B|| = suPy>"fc|Pfc < oo, x Gmp and {ankpk} G Z. 
